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Abstract

The space sector has frequently been confronted with cost overruns, with a negative impact on its management reputation. There are

many reasons for this effect, the main one being that space development contracts are unique and often do not allow proper cost

benchmarking. On the other hand, tools have been developed to minimise this effect and it is important to train future space managers in

applying such tools. In the International Space University, such methods are illustrated with workshops, which aim to be as close as

possible to reality. This article will describe the different techniques, memo-technically called the 5C approach here, and develop the use

of a computerised tool, PRICE, to support these techniques in the different phases of the projects.

r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. The problem with cost overruns in the space sector

Cost overruns are not unique to the space sector but are
a classical problem in public spending. Early examples can
be found in Roman history, as quoted by Gibbon [1]:

The young magistrate (Herod, son of Atticus), obser-
ving that the town of Troas was indifferently supplied
with water, obtained from the munificence of Hadrian
300 myriads of drachmas for the construction of a new
aqueduct. But in the execution of the works the charge
amounted to more than double the estimate, and the
officers of the revenue began to murmur, till the
generous Atticus silenced their complaints by requesting
that he might be permitted to take upon himself the
whole additional expense.

In the 1950s and in particular during the Korean war,
overruns by factors of 200% to as much as 800% were
noted. Because of an increased degree of technological
complexity and of the need for rapid development
occasioned by the war, a considerable number of cost-plus
contracts were being issued without the provision for
appropriate control tools.
e front matter r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Therefore, in the winter of 1958, the US government
established a study group at the Harvard Business School to
undertake a systematic examination of advanced weapons
acquisitions. Peck and Scherer [2] studied various develop-
ment programmes and came to following conclusions:
�
 For 12 major weapon systems, development costs were
found (as an average) to be not less than 220% higher
than originally estimated, with, in one case, an overrun
of 600%.

�
 For high technology planes and missiles, the average

cost overrun was not less than 240%, with a peak of as
high as 1270%.

�
 For advanced commercial programmes, the average cost

overrun was ‘only’ 70%.

�
 The average development time exceeded the original

time estimates with an average factor of 36%.

Similar pressures for success in the space era have led to
comparable effects. Holman [3] reports that the total
duration of the Mercury project was not less than 2.25
times the originally scheduled one, with a corresponding
cost overrun of 120%. On the other hand, the Apollo
project is reported to have a cost overrun of only 25%,
which is remarkably good in view of its complexity. This
excellent result can probably be attributed to the fact that
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the schedule had to be strictly adhered to; it therefore also
underlines the ‘faster–cheaper’ relation [4].

The biggest factor contributing to overruns is undoubt-
edly the original cost estimate of a project. This is not only
linked to the technical problem of how to estimate novel
projects, but also to the lack of project definition in the
early project phases and in many cases to the desire of the
initiator to have a project approved, even if this means
deliberately underestimating the cost.

In view of potential public criticism, which may
considerably endanger long-term budget approvals, it is
therefore essential to keep the cost of space projects under
control. For commercial space projects, however, signifi-
cant cost overruns are not acceptable for a profitable
business plan. An additional factor that has to be
considered in this context is public awareness and better
access to (historical) cost information. Whereas the public
has limited benchmarking possibilities for unique space
projects of a prototype nature, people have become much
more sensitive to the subject of government overspending.
Examples of the latter have been frequently reported in
periodicals such as The Economist and certainly do not
contribute to the popularity of space expenditures.

Therefore, special attention is given to Cost Engineering
curricula at the International Space University (ISU) in
order to impress upon the next generation of space
managers the need to pay careful attention to this aspect.
At the same time, a number of techniques are introduced
which can assist future managers in their struggle against
overruns.

2. The 5C approach to avoid cost overruns

Because of the lack of benchmarking possibilities and a
high level of technical uncertainty associated with space
projects, it is evident that cost control for such one-shot
development programmes can be very challenging.

A five-step approach to help future space managers has
been developed as follows [5]:

Step 1: Realistic cost estimation.
Step 2: Consideration on the life cycle cost (LCC).
Step 3: An appropriate contractual framework.
Step 4: Cost control and risk management during the

project phase.
Step 5: A communication-managed insurance approach.
The first three steps need to be considered carefully

before signing the contract, but also risk management and
reporting (essential for proper insurance management) also
have to be built into the contractual conditions well in
advance.

2.1. Step 1: realistic cost estimation

Whereas the other steps will mainly control deviations,
this first step is the most essential one as it provides the
basis against which such deviations will be measured
afterwards.
Without having a solid basis and understanding of the
cost drivers, and an accurate as possible estimate, tendering
will be risky and can lead to considerable over-expenditure.
Classically, we consider four types of cost evaluations:
Top-down methodologies:
�
 cost by comparison;

�
 cost by analogy; and

�
 parametric costing.
Bottom-up methodology:
�
 grassroots costing.
Cost by comparison is the most risky. Without knowing
the cost, the client may send out a tender and then compare
the offers. Some variants have been introduced (like
eliminating the lowest offer) but the risk remains evident
in terms of global misinterpretation of the requirements or
price agreements between competitors.

Cost by analogy may be applicable in sectors, which have
a more repetitive character with high similarity in
performance characteristics. This methodology requires
the involvement of experts with a large amount of rele-
vant experience capable of providing an analogy bet-
ween past and new project undertakings. It is therefore
often used in the petrochemical industry or naval
construction, where the main parameters are similar.
In space development contracts, this is impossible most
of the time for various reasons: the technical and per-
formance characteristics are in general very different,
which can lead to risky extrapolations (many cost factors
are exponential), but also in practice the exact cost of the
original system is not transparently known to a sufficient
level of confidence.
This leaves parametric costing as one of the most popular

and reliable tools for cost estimating in the space sector. At
ISU, students are taught the underlying principles and
error sources, but the main emphasis is on the use of
validated cost models. As PRICE1 is the model that is most
widely used in the space sector internationally, it has been
selected as the one that is demonstrated in the various cost
engineering curricula at ISU.

Grassroots costing suffers from the problem that the final
design needs to be known in great detail, which is usually
not the case in the early phases of development contracts.
The client and the contractor work hand in hand in the
feasibility and design phases and will only afterwards, in
the majority of cases, freeze the design. Also, contrary to
other sectors such as the construction industry, unit costs
are less well known in the space sector because of the
aforementioned one-shot development effect.
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A number of organisations are specialised on parametric
costing; in general, these have relatively open communica-
tion platforms.

The most reputed are as follows:
Development LCC spent
�
Fr
sh

Ph
(Co
The International Society of Parametric Analysts
(ISPA);

�
 Concept
The American Society of Professional Estimators

(ASPE);
0% 100%80%60%40%20%
�
Fig. 2. Commitment of life cycle cost per phase.
The Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineer-
ing through Total Cost Management (AACE Interna-
tional); and

�
 The Society of Cost Estimating and Analysis (SCEA).

ISPA also maintains and regularly updates a compre-
hensive handbook (which can be downloaded free of
charge) on its website, entitled Parametric Estimating [6].

2.2. Step 2: consideration of the LCC

LCC is becoming more important in the space sector.
Whereas earlier satellites had very limited operational
lifetimes and operational costs were only a fraction of a
space project budget, satellites now have much longer
operational lifetimes.

An evolution in operational costs over time is illustrated
in Fig. 1. Whereas the operational phase (called phase E in
space terminology) of the Apollo project accounted for
roughly 20% of the LCC [4], this percentage doubled for
the Space Shuttle programme. One of the important factors
for this increase is the higher reusability of Space Shuttle
elements, as well as the increasing operational lifetime.

This has a considerable influence on project management
approaches: in the past the project manager (who is
generally not responsible for the operational phase and
operations costs anyway) would concentrate on reliability
requirements, seldom on operability and maintainability. It
also means that traditional approaches have concentrated
less on considerations of training, maintenance, spare
parts, etc. Hence, these are budget elements that tend to be
highly underestimated in the original budget.
Phase E
(Operations)

Phase C/D
(Design & 

Development)

om Apollo to the Space Shuttle, the operations cost
are of the LCC more than doubled

Space ShuttleApollo

Phase B

Phase E

Phase C/D
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LCC = 100%
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Fig. 1. Comparison of space operational costs evolution [5].
The problem in the public sector is that low-cost
operations usually demand a higher development cost,
which in turn means larger front-end programme costs. An
operational concept must therefore be developed early
enough in the programme to have an effect on the design
process. Awareness of the importance of operational costs
in space projects is surprisingly low. In contrast, for
weapons systems, for instance, this is more common, with a
number of rules of thumb, like the 1:3:6 ratio for
design:development:operations cost for specific weapons
systems. Such figures have been considerably studied by the
US Department of Defense (DoD) and form the basis of
strict system engineering guidelines.
There is, moreover, a considerable difference between

the LCC spent and committed. Studies of complex systems
have demonstrated that already after phase A, when only a
fraction of the budget has been spent, roughly 70% of the
LCC is fixed! This considerable difference can be illustrated
as in Fig. 2.
It is therefore evident that industrial developers should

carefully examine each design step in the first phase of the
project, an effect that is even multiplicative in case of serial
production (cf. commercial satellite systems).
Ignoring the LCC has led in the past to a number of

dramatic events, like putting satellites that are still working
perfectly in dormant mode when the operational budget
was exhausted, or flying fully reusable hardware only once,
because no operational budget for reflight was available. It
is therefore evident that a higher degree of reusability
strongly influences the LCC.
Augustine notes the same effect in military aircraft

maintenance. Extrapolating budgets and aircraft costs he
concludes in one of his famous ‘Laws’ [7]:

In the year 2054, the entire Defense budget will purchase
just one aircraft. This aircraft will have to be shared by
the Air Force and Navy 3,5 days per week except for
leap years, when it will be made available to the Marines
for the extra day.
2.3. Step 3: an appropriate contractual framework

Once a fairly objective cost has been estimated, there are
techniques to make a relationship between this initial
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estimate and the final price, by choosing the appropriate
contract model. The principles of this technique can be
described as follows [8].

As technological development contracts have proven
that the traditional types of contract were inadequate
means of controlling the expenditure and manage-
ment, governments have come to experiment with a
number of ‘intermediate’ contract types (i.e. intermediate
between the traditional extremes, firm fixed price and cost-
plus-fee).

A common feature of these intermediate types is the
linkage between pre- and post-calculation. In fact, ‘targets’
are fixed in the pre-calculation phase and reference is made
to these targets at the final profit or price determination. As
the main purpose of such techniques is to give the
contractor an incentive to stay within the targets, these
types of contracts are also often referred to as ‘incentive’
contracts. A wide variety of such contract types has been
developed during the past 40 years, although some of the
variants have in the meantime been abandoned.

The two extreme types mentioned above belong to two
groups of contracts:
(1)
 Cost-reimbursement contracts—In cost-reimbursement
contracts, the client is required to reimburse all
allowable, allocatable and reasonable costs that the
contractor can prove he has made.
(2)
 Fixed-price contracts—In this case, the contractor has
the obligation to deliver a final product for a specified
price, as contractually agreed. (Note that, particularly
in the construction industry, this type of contract is also
called a ‘lump-sum contract’.)
2.3.1. Cost-reimbursement contracts

CPPF—cost-plus-percentage-fee contract: This is defi-
nitely the most straightforward type of contract from a
contractor’s point of view. All justified costs are paid and
the fee is added as a fixed percentage. The target cost is the
estimated cost to completion, whereas the target fee is the
fee payable if the actual cost equals the target cost.

CPFF—cost-plus-fixed-fee: In this case, costs are reim-
bursed but the fee remains constant, whatever the actual
costs.

CPIF—cost-plus-incentive-fee: CPIF is similar to CPFF,
but in this case the fee may vary up or down within set
limits and in accordance with a formula tied to allowable
actual costs.

We further identify the following elements:
�
 Sharing formula: The expression (normally in percentage
terms) of the basis of the client and contractor’s cost-
sharing arrangements.

�
 Range of incentive effectiveness (RIE): In general, the fee

has an upper (maximum fee) and a lower (minimum fee)
limit. The band of costs over which the incentive
provision is mainly operative is called the RIE.
2.3.2. Fixed-price contracts

Firm-fixed-price contract (FFP): This is a one-price
contract and the price is not subject to any adjustment
unless there is a change in the scope of work required under
its terms. Today for most commercial space projects FFP
terms are applied. The profit in this case can be higher than
for CP contracts but, on the other hand, also become
negative.

Fixed-price-incentive contract (FPI): In this type of
contract, a target fee is fixed, but the fee will be determined
when actual costs are known. In this case, a ceiling price is
determined, which is the maximum price accepted by the
client for fee determination: for costs higher or equal to this
ceiling price the profit ¼ 0. In general a maximum fee is
also determined.
The difference between this type of contract and the

CPIF contract is that, in this case, the upper limit is fixed
(ceiling price); in the FPI case the contractor can suffer a
considerable loss if his costs exceed the fixed ceiling prices.
In the case of CPIF, the worst case for the contractor is no
profit; his costs will be reimbursed anyway.

2.3.3. Negotiating contracts

In the commercial space arena, industry normally makes
its price offers in a competitive environment. Because of
the limited number of major space contractors, however,
we have to realise that competition follows oligopolistic
rules. There is no doubt that the wide variety of contract
types and incentives will make the inexperienced user
reluctant to enter into this unknown field. Furthermore, it
is evident that no unambiguous solution can be found for
each specific project; each contract type should be tailored
to the specific requirements of the project. Both parties, the
contractor and the client, will meet at the negotiation table.
It is evident that, for the same project, there will initially be
differing views concerning the (preferred) contract type.
Unfortunately, most interests are highly conflicting: an
advantage for one party represents an equivalent dis-
advantage for the other party. This leads us to the
conclusion that the type of contract chosen is, in general,
the result of a compromise, acceptable to both parties.
As in most of these contract types where a target cost is

taken as a basis for the negotiation and formulas, the great
importance of the first step to be taken, namely to start
with as accurate a cost estimate as possible is underlined.

2.4. Step 4: cost control and risk management during project

execution

Any project, and in particular any development project,
contains a certain amount of risk. Such risks can be
grouped into technical, planning, financial and legal risks.
It is therefore required that the responsible project
manager perform a risk management function in order to
determine and mitigate all the risks of the particular
project. Risk management aims to minimise or mitigate
any risk that might result from failure to complete the
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project requirements, and the responsible project manager
must therefore continuously perform a risk assessment
function in order to identify, evaluate, monitor, and
control any potential risk. The primary objectives of risk
management include the following:
(a)
2A

secto

task
keeping project management informed of any potential
and actual risk which becomes visible;
(b)
 identification of risks for each work package in order to
categorise potential causes and assess consequences for
programme objectives;
(c)
 classification of all identified risks according to the
ranking of their criticality;
(d)
 implementation of a risk abatement plan; and

(e)
 preparation and implementation of a risk status report

(RSR).
Table 1

The four-step approach to risk management and control [12]

Step process/detailed functions

1 Risk identification

List potential risk areas from experience

Review lessons from prior programmes

Review performance anomalies

Review manufacturing and test anomalies from prior

programmes

2 Risk evaluation

Evaluate identified risks

Classify risks as low, medium, or high

Re-evaluate low and medium risks periodically

Separate medium and high risk elements for risk reduction

process

3 Risk mitigation/retirement plan

Form risk abatement team

Define risk reduction objective

Prepare risk planning analysis

Formulate risk reduction plan
Risk management must be implemented at all major
work breakdown structure (WBS) elements.2 Identification
of risks, the immediate introduction of risk assessment
actions and elimination of risks must be the primary formal
means for risk management of the project. The prime
contractor and all subcontractors must follow common
risk management requirements.

The risk management activity is an integral part of the
project management responsibility. Usually, the project
manager assigns responsibility for the routine tasks of risk
management to the project control manager, but contribu-
tions are required from all members of the project
management team. In all cases where a major risk has
been identified, this event will immediately be brought to
the attention of the project control manager, and he will be
directly involved in the risk mitigation action.

The degree of cost control is strongly dependent on the
contract type chosen, as described above. A considerable
number of project control techniques has been developed
over the past few decades, such as earned value techniques,
and are described in a number of standard books, such as
[9]. Similar consideration can be given to the various
publications on risk management, e.g. [10,11].

Risk is defined as the uncertainty of successfully
achieving the commercial, technical, and programmatic
requirements of a project; risk management is the task
of identifying and analysing all the potential risk areas
and of establishing a risk mitigation/retirement pro-
cedure. Risk mitigation steps are initiated to reduce the
probability of occurrence and to eliminate or reduce the
consequences of the identified risk. The following questions
remain [12]:
Assign responsibility to each action item

Prepare corrective action plan
�
 Can the goals of the business case be achieved?

4 Risk monitoring and control
�
Execute risk mitigation tasks

Can the performance stated within the specification be
achieved?
work breakdown structure is a management tool used in the space

r to divide a project or a task in a number of separate identifiable

s and subtasks over different levels (system, subsystem, equipment).
�
 Can the planned tasks stated in the statement of work be
achieved within the agreed financial budgets and within
the frame of the programme milestones?

�
 Are all the required resources fully available for the

particular project?

�
 Is a specific risk assessment and reporting programme in

place?

�
 Are periodic formal reports provided to all management

levels about the status, corrective actions, and subse-
quent programme impact?

�
 Have risk indicators been generated for design, manu-

facturing, test, etc.?

�
 Have all top-level requirements been allocated to the

lowest level of the WBS?
Usually, the project control manager will perform a risk
assessment for each major element within the agreed WBS
in order to recognise any potential risks as early as
possible. Initially, all potential causes of risk will be
identified and the consequences for the programme
objectives will be analysed. The project control manager
will assign ‘risk owner responsibility’ for conducting
mitigation actions. Table 1 shows the typical steps
necessary for implementation of risk management as
required for execution of critical projects.
Proactively evaluate performance data and implement corrective

actions as required

Update and maintain risk management database

Prepare risk status report
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The RSR, which is usually provided as part of the
monthly progress report (MPR) should contain the
following information for each major risk element identi-
fied:
�

Tab

Sam

Ris

1

identified risks;

�
 cause and type of risk;

�
 consequences (evaluation of performance, schedule, and

cost);

�
 risk criticality ranking (low, medium, and high);

�
 WBS element or work package concerned;

�
 designated risk owner; and

�
 initiated mitigation action and their current status.
Table 2 provides a typical sample of a project risk
control sheet as applied for project risk control.

It is worth pointing out a popular misconception: even if
in theory, all cost overrun risks are with the contractor
under FFP conditions, a form of cost control and, certainly
of risk management, should still be maintained to allow for
corrective actions if needed. To give an extreme example: if
a contractor is not able to fulfil the commitment or, worse,
risks going bankrupt, the cost overrun may be very
considerable, also because of the need for extensive
knowledge transfer to the new contractor.

Risk management tools are used in most organisations,
albeit sometimes in a slightly different form. In the space
industry context, one relevant version is provided by
NASA (see Fig. 3) [14].

By using Delphi interview techniques with specialists for
each possible list, the likelihood of the risk is estimated
(probability of occurring) as well as the resulting severity
(what is the impact if this event occurs). If such an event is
plotted in the middle zone (MED), the project manager
needs to evaluate whether s/he accepts the risk or not.
Events falling in the high-risk zone (HIGH) need to be
le 2

ple risk control sheet [13]

k Risk control sheet

Risk description: application of new technology

The system involves several innovative elements as follows:

Low mass requirements

New materials

Complex interface

Potential technical impact: HIGH

Potential planning impact: HIGH

Potential cost impact: HIGH

General risk level: HIGH

Risk mitigation (possible actions):

Relaxation of mass requirements.

Limitation of interfaces

Consideration of alternatives for new material

Others as required
remedied by replacement, building in redundancy or any
other mitigation method.

2.4.1. Earned value methodology

With earned value methodology (EVM), project man-
agers have an efficient tool in hand for improvement of
project schedule and cost control. The EVM was developed
and implemented in the early 1960s by the US DoD, the
US Air force (USAF), and US industry [15].
The principle of this graphic tool is to monitor the value

of the worked performed over time. In case of deviations, a
set of equations can be used to determine the expected
schedule delay and the corresponding expected cost over-
run (see Fig. 4). Most applicable to space activities is the
tool developed for NASA projects. An online manual
describing this method is available at NASA’s website3 and
covered in dedicated works, such as [16].
EVM, if properly applied, will be able to signal

deviations at a very early phase, with the possibility of
still being able to remedy them. If, on the other hand, as
shown in the previous figure, such deviation becomes
apparent at a later phase, the method has the advantage of
also predicting the project deviations both in time as well as
within budget. This information will allow for proper
countermeasures, such as budget transfers or overall
schedule/availability revisions and help reduce any negative
impact in the later phases. Application of the EVM
requires at Time Now a systematic and regular assessment
of the actual schedule and cost status [17].
An example of a typical EVM chart is provided in Fig. 5.

The example shows that the actual costs work performed
(ACWP) is below the budgeted costs work schedule which
means that the money spent is less than the amount of
money scheduled, which at the first glance may look
positive. However, if one compares the ACWP with the
budgeted costs work performed (BCWP), it becomes
obvious that the project indicates an overspend with
respect to the actual cost status (ACWP) and the actual
schedule performance (BCWP).
The chart in Fig. 5 shows how the manager can estimate

the budget, as an estimate at completion in comparison
with the originally foreseen budget at completion (BAC).
The EV methodology is a highly efficient procedure and

the application is a ‘must’ for professional project
managers. However, as an important prerequisite project
managers must implement and maintain controllable
schedule and cost plans.

2.5. Step 5: a communication managed insurance approach

Insurance can be considered an ultimate risk mitigation
technique. In case of failure and an appropriate coverage,
the money invested in the satellite and its launch can be
recuperated via the insurance. There is naturally, however,
a considerable price to be paid, and with the unfortunate
3http://evm.nasa.gov/tutorial.html

http://evm.nasa.gov/tutorial.html
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series of failures between 1998 and 2001, high insurance
premiums were evident. Fig. 6 illustrates the evolution over
time for recent years, whereby we can note the cumulative
deficit for insurers over a number of years. Insurance
premiums have therefore risen as high as 20–25%,
presently going down to the 11–14% ranges.

The discrepancy between the earned income via pre-
miums and the paid claims has made insurance companies
and insurance brokers very vigilant. It is therefore of
paramount importance that this aspect is properly mana-
ged during the execution of the project, including
transparent information on technical choices and perceived
risks, in order to avoid problems in case of claims in the
future. Indeed, insurance brokers and underwriters are
requesting full transparency during the process and, in
particular during pre-launch reviews. Changes during the
development phase such as material and design changes,
technical modifications, waivers, and failure reviews, but
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Fig. 5. Sample earned value chart ([12], p. 554).
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Fig. 6. Evolution of space insurance claims vs. premiums (in this figure, premiums and claims are compared covering the launch, commissioning and in-

orbit satellite insurances in the space insurance sector for the period 1986–2006). (Source: Aon Space, [18].)
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also known problems at subsystem or equipment level and
noted problems with ‘sister’ satellites and launch systems
must be properly communicated and discussed with the
insurance brokers and underwriters to avoid disputes later
(even if they will lead to renegotiation of the contract and/
or the premium).

We can illustrate this with an example. At the time
of a generic series of problems with a specific spacecraft
bus (BSS702), insurance companies negotiated settle-
ments which in some cases represented only partial
repayment of the claim and even initially rejected other
claims on the basis that they had not been properly
informed by their clients about the associated risks [19].
In one particular claim, the operator was forced to
settle for a compromise in the order of $100 million
and more, whereas full information and negotiation
of the insurance risk at the outset would have cost it a
maximum a few million dollars, if anything. Recently,
arbitration between one of the operators and one
insurer failed, leaving that insurer clear of the claim, while
other insurers had previously settled for a compromise
claim [20].
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This example illustrates the high and underestimated
importance of close cooperation and communication with
insurance brokers.

3. The use of computer tools to support these approaches

In order to train future space managers in this manage-
ment technique, a number of lectures and workshops have
been developed at ISU. The more realistic these work-
shops, the higher the probability that the future managers
will be properly trained. Therefore the proper tools are
needed.

The basis of these workshops is a simplified request for
proposal (RFP) exercise, based upon the principles of
standard industrial RFPs. The tendering is then executed
Table 3

Use of PRICE in different cost management steps

Step Essential

1 Cost estimate X

2 Life cycle cost X

3 Contract

4 Cost and risk management

5 Insurance approach

Fig. 7. Example of PRICE calc
on the basis of a competition between student teams, all the
while keeping a good level of realism in the tender
conditions (content of the tender, respecting of deadlines,
etc.) as well as emphasising the implementation of the
aforementioned costing principles [21].
The availability of PRICE at ISU is a considerable asset

as it assists the manager in the different phases of the cost
management process. Referring to the five-step approach
described above we can illustrate the use of PRICE in the
different phase as shown in Table 3 [22].
From this table, we can easily deduce the importance of

a cost model such as PRICE for management of costs in
general and of cost overruns in particular. The availability
of such a model for students who are training to become
space managers is therefore extremely useful to prepare
Support Remarks

If parametric costing is appropriate

Gives the whole picture

X Helps confidence in ‘‘right’’ contract

X Identification of major cost drivers

X Calculation of recurring cost

ulation for an ISU project.
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them more properly for their future careers in the space
sector.

Moreover, PRICE has been successfully used by the
students at ISU in the framework of team projects. As an
illustration of this, students developed a fleet of sun-
tracking space reflectors to support energy conversion. As
there were no data available for mirrors of the size
calculated (larger than 1 km2), PRICE Systems specialists
in Germany assisted the students in proposing a WBS and
calculating the hardware and hardware LCC for such a
project. A screenshot of the results is shown in Fig. 7 [23].

4. Conclusion

It is very important for managerial reputation in the
space sector, and indeed also to recover from a bad
reputation in this area, that cost overruns be reduced in
future. One needs to recognise that development contracts
have a higher risk in the space field and that this risk needs
to be properly managed.

Control techniques have been developed for this purpose
over the past few decades and are applied in procurement
agencies by project controllers. However, there are two
specific points to be noted in this context. First, some ‘best-
practice’ cases are not fully documented. Some projects have
been excellently managed and concluded within the
allocated budgets, but the way this was done has not been
well reflected in publications, with the risk of loosing the
tacit knowledge for future generations of project controllers.

Second, it is often insufficiently appreciated that the
different methods are inter-related. Cost engineering
groups are performing excellent parametric cost analysis,
but often the cost drivers resulting from this are not
reflected, for example in the choice of the contract type or
even in the risk management approach.

For the aforementioned reasons, particular emphasis is
placed in the ISU curriculum on covering these aspects and
illustrating them with appropriate workshops, aimed at
creating awareness of this problem for the next generation
of space professionals, and at the same time at providing
them with the right remedial tools.
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